
TSA ‘LIGHT WEIGHT’ BLOCK GRAB

TDI INSIDE COIL GRABS 

TPR ‘LIGHT WEIGHT’ PROFILE STEEL GRABS

The TDI inside grabs are specifically designed for the handling of
cylindrical or rectangular objects such as coils or box section.

These grabs are available with three different jaw options dependant
on your application. The jaw options available are: Profiled steel,
case hardened serrated, or rubber protective lined. 

For inside grabs with jaws with protective lining, the inside surface
of the material being lifted must be free of oil and grease. When
ordering please advise the jaw lining required.

       TSA 500               250/500                       0 - 240                          13.5                     £617

         Model                    WLL                     Jaw capacity                   Weight                   Price          
                                         kg                              mm                              kg                          £ 

Block grab model TSA
Capacities 250/500kg

The TSA block grab is useful for the transport of
stone and concrete blocks, such as kerb stones as
well as other materials with parallel surfaces. The
grab has a protective lining to ensure a safe and
non-marking transport.

The clamping jaw and the centre of gravity are easily
and quickly adjustable by means of the locking pin.

NB: It is important that the surfaces are dry, clean and free of oil and grease.

        TDI 100                    100                        220 - 420                         17                     £1052
        TDI 500                    500                        400 - 600                         53                     £1371
       TDI 1000                  1000                       500 - 700                         60                     £1636

         Model                    WLL                   Inside diameter                 Weight                   Price          
                                         kg                              mm                              kg                          £ 

Model shown has

profiled steel jaws*

The TPR profile steel grabs are specifically designed for the
handling and transportation of steel girders in the ‘I’ configuration.

They boast a large jaw capacity, which makes them useful for
various beam widths.

The clamping jaws press securely with a positive fit to the girder.

       TPR 500                   500                          0 - 200                           15                      £515
      TPR 1500                 1500                         0 - 300                           24                      £673
      TPR 3000                 3000                         0 - 300                           47                      £917

         Model                    WLL                   Inside diameter                 Weight                   Price          
                                         kg                              mm                              kg                          £ 
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250kgs     500kg




